TOP TIPS FOR DRIVERS, PEDESTRIANS, & BICYCLISTS

- Drivers: Turn on vehicle headlights at dusk and be vigilant in looking out for cyclists and pedestrians.
- Drivers: Allow three feet when passing bicyclists.
- Drivers: Yield to pedestrians and cyclists when turning.
- Pedestrians: When exercising outdoors at dusk, utilize some type of reflective device on your clothing.
- Pedestrians: Run/walk against traffic.
- Bicyclists/Pedestrians: Stay to the right unless passing. Let others know when you are passing.
- Bicyclists: Obey all traffic laws.
- Bicyclists: Ride on the right - your bike is a vehicle! Never ride facing traffic.
- Bicyclists: Give cars room to pass.
- Bicyclists: Yield to all other trail users.
- Bicyclists: Stay safe and wear a helmet.